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INTRODUCTION
If anyone would ask me which middle school grade level of Language Arts is the most
challenging course to teach in Texas, I would say that without a doubt that teaching Seventh
Grade Language Arts is one of the most challenging middle school subjects because the teacher is
held responsible and accountable for both the state reading and writing tests. Then, in addition to
the content challenges for seventh grade language arts, many middle school teachers also deal
daily with adolescent raging hormones and teenage apathy for learning. From my fourteen years
of teaching seventh and eighth grade at-risk learners with the Houston Independent School
District, I have noticed that each year the students are more challenging to reach and teach than
the year before, and, therefore, each year I must continue to develop alternative ways and means
of helping my students. In order to better help my students experience success in my class, I
became part of the Houston Teacher Institute and chose to participate in a meaningful and
relevant seminar as one of the ways and means that helped me remain an effective professional
classroom teacher.
Claudia Rankine’s seminar Creative Writing in the Schools is the 2006 HTI seminar that I
chose to participate in because the topics included in this seminar were relevant and vital to the
specific content area that I teach. As I developed and worked on ways to help my seventh graders
improve their writing skills, I also wanted to explore different methods and approaches to creative
writing. The Creative Writing in the Schools seminar allowed me to expand my own knowledge
and understanding of creative writing – the process and the skills, and I also believe that the
experience and knowledge that I gained from this seminar will positively impact my students
because my unit will focus on ―Personal Narratives: Writing, Revising, and Publishing (WRAP).‖
My seventh grade students will definitely benefit from my ―Personal Narrative WRAP‖ unit
because this unit includes resources and activities that will allow my students to engage in
writing, revising, and publishing. I focused on finding and including resources that will ignite
within each of my students a desire to write passionately because it is the internal passion that
will allow the writer’s voice to be heard loudly and clearly. By directly engaging in many of the
creative writing activities, I gained a deeper understanding and insight into the frustrations my
students may feel, and I also discovered some additional ways to help my students overcome
some of the obstacles that block them from writing passionately.
This unit can also be helpful to other grade level language arts classroom teachers who are
responsible for improving their students’ writing skills. Our state writing test is comprised of two
parts. One section of the test consists of multiple-choice questions that challenge students to
identify grammatical errors and to select the best revisions. The other part our state writing test is
a composition that is written in response to the writing prompt on the test. My unit focuses on
personal narratives because my seventh grade students are expected to successfully write a
personal narrative. This unit can be modified to challenge higher ability students as well as
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simplified to meet the needs of fourth graders who also have to write a personal narrative on the
state exam.
UNIT OVERVIEW
My ―Personal Narratives: Writing, Revising, and Publishing (WRAP)‖ unit focuses on the
writing process for personal narratives that I plan to use with my seventh graders. My students
will definitely benefit from my WRAP unit because I designed this unit to include many writing
techniques that I learned through the course of the seminar and research. This unit includes
activities that will allow my students to engage in the complete process: writing, revising, and
publishing. Included in this unit are resources that I hope will ignite within each student a desire
to write passionately because I know the internal passion will allow the writer’s voice to be heard
loudly and clearly. By directly engaging in some creative writing activities, I gained insight into
a few frustrations that some of my students may feel, and I discovered some additional ways to
help my students overcome some of the obstacles that block them from writing passionately. My
completed unit can also be helpful to other classroom teachers as an additional resource with
ideas and activities that can help improve students’ writing skills.
Included in this unit are writing exercises and prompts which will encourage my students to
explore and acknowledge their own wealth of personal experiences that can provide them with
writing opportunities.
This unit starts with students exploring autobiographies and biographies. As students read
like writers, they will focus on various methods of presenting experiences and details about a
person’s life. Among the products that students produce in his unit, students will create four
books: a writers’ notebook, a journal, an expandable dictionary, and a final class published book
that contains a collection of student work.
Students will be maintaining both a writer’s notebook and a journal. Though both of these
books will contain writing, they are different in the material that each of them will contain and in
the fact that each of the books will have a different focus and purpose.
The journal, which is a composition book, will stay in the classroom and is the place where
students will be making reader-response entries; responding to writing prompts; applying prewriting and brainstorming techniques for a specific topic; using different graphic organizers to
guide the flow of compositions, first drafts, and complete papers; and revising at least one copy of
the compositions. However, unlike the journals, students will keep their writers’ notebook with
them at all times, but those writer’s notebooks will periodically be checked to ensure they are
being maintained. The students will use their writers’ notebooks to make entries that reflect their
observations, ideas, thoughts, and growth as writers. Their writers’ notebooks can contain items,
such as free-writes, clippings from newspapers, pictures or photos from magazines, studentselected poems, jokes, and riddles, as well as examples of self-selected excerpts of material that
means something to them and which they came across either in or beyond my class.
The third book that students will create and maintain is an expandable personal dictionary,
which will include vocabulary words that were introduced from selected passages as well as
words that were self-selected and words that convey feelings, thoughts, actions, and sounds.
Students will maintain a running list of vocabulary words by listing the words on their binder
word walls. Both the personal expandable dictionaries and notebook word wall sheets will help
my students be better able to describe a situation or experience more precisely and vividly.
The fourth book that students will create at the conclusion of this unit is the class publication
of work that they accumulated, edited, and revised. Their collection will include prose and verse.
Each student will create their own ―All about Me‖ book, which will include biographical
information along with their creative writing pieces. The unit concludes with a grand finale book
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event where parents will be encouraged to attend a showcasing of completed books and where my
students will experience their first author appearance experience that stars them for a public
reading.
Through the course of this unit, students will practice and learn additional writing strategies
that can be applied to their writing projects. Strategies include: methods of brainstorming and
developing ideas connected to writing prompts such as webbing; listing and branching; a 1-2-3
method for exploring experiences related to the topic; and editing and revising tools. The
important components of this unit will be the inclusion of a writer’s notebook, a journal for
writing prompts, a personal expandable dictionary, and some of the activities, resources and
strategies to use in the classroom.
This unit will provide students with opportunities to engage in constructive peer editing, use
various graphic organizers, brainstorm ideas, respond to visual and written journal prompts,
increase grammatical awareness through daily mini-edit activities, expand their vocabulary,
engage in creative thinking activities, and apply revision techniques using outlines or tools
provided.
Showcasing students’ writings by posting on the wall examples representative of the different
stages of the writing process will illustrate and guide students through all of the writing stages.
Prompts that students respond to in their journals will be written on a strip, and then one student
from each class will have his or her writing process to that prompt placed under the prompt. Each
writing prompt sample will include three sections: a prewriting or brainstorming piece; the first
draft piece, and a revised piece. Displays will continually change to spotlight different prompts
used throughout the unit.
Week One
Students will be given an overview of the personal narrative unit (WRAP) during the first
week. Characteristics of personal narratives are explained and examples of personal narratives
that are fictional and non-fictional are presented. Each student will create their expandable
personal dictionaries and complete entries for words in passages as they are read. Students will
also write the words on their double-sided binder word-wall sheets. On large butcher paper, a
word-wall list will be maintained.
The characteristics of biographies will be discussed and the differences between
autobiographies and biographies will be mentioned. Students will create a time line reflective of
their life experiences. Text organization will be discussed; chronological order is one approach
that students will become aware of in this unit.
Students will practice using reading strategies first with the reading of an excerpt of a
biography on Eleanor Roosevelt. The excerpt reveals some details of Eleanor’s sad childhood
experiences and the words of inspiration her father had said to her. Students will mark up the text
in their consumable Interactive Readers, a workbook that comes with the McDougal Littell
textbook; answer questions; and complete post-reading activities.
Students will respond to writing prompts related to their life experiences in a writing journal.
Students will also interview older family members to write about past events in their lives.
Week Two
Students will practice using story maps as a means of organizing information from passage
readings, and students will practice using personal narrative maps to help with writing about
personal experiences.
The short story that students will read in the second week is ―Seventh Grade‖ by Gary Soto.
Victor is the protagonist who wants to get the attention of a girl, so he pretends to know French.
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This story is a realistic story that my students should be able to relate to easily. In addition to
answering questions over the passage, student will write about some of their sixth grade
experiences as well as seventh grade experiences.
Week Three
―Charles‖ is a story about a bad behaving student in kindergarten who happens to be the
student that is telling the parent about the bad boy in his class named Charles. My students will
write about an experience they had in kindergarten, perhaps the graduation event at the end of
kindergarten.
―Twenty Years Later‖ is an O’Henry short story about two friends in the past meeting up
after twenty years. One turned to the life of crime; the other became a police officer. My
students will write a futuristic paper about their life in twenty five years; first they will write a
letter to me dated in 2031, telling me about their life and accomplishments.
Students will continue to respond to writing prompts in their journals that encourage them to
recall personal experiences with details. Students will share their experiences with others and
make revisions to improve the writing.
Week Four
Two poems of Robert Frost are read, discussed, and imitated by students writing their own
poems mirroring the poet’s style. ―Road Not Taken‖ is about making a decision to go where
others go to go where few go. ―Natures First Green is Gold‖ is about things changing. Poetry
formats are introduced and topics explored for poems students create.
Week Five
―An Hour with Abuelo‖ is a short story about the experience a young man has when he has to
spend an hour with his grandfather. My students will answer questions over the passage and then
write about an experience that they had with an older family member.
Week Six
―Names/Nombres‖ is a short story that will lead us into a discussion on how each student
acquired their name and the meaning behind their name. Students will write narrative poems and
stories that focus on their names and their families.
Week One through Six
The selected readings that students will read as a class and in groups will guide them in the
direction of reading like writers and writing like readers. Each student will also be compiling and
expanding their writer’s notebook throughout the unit. The end product will be the creation of a
book that contains selected writing pieces from students in each class.
Writing tools will be introduced, reviewed, and applied to student writing. I created and
designed some additional tools to help my students strengthen their writing skills. Some of the
tools I created include: a dictionary entry template, a binder word wall sheet, a scoring rubric that
is aligned to our state’s scoring guide, a writing diamond graphic organizer, templates to guide
students in writing reading responses and templates for five paragraph narrative writing, a
revision and editing checklist, and a peer-editing or self-editing guide sheet. To assist students
with brainstorming writing ideas for prompt driven writing, I am using a 1-2-3 method that asks
students to list experiences they had at home, school, and other settings that related to the prompt.
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LESSON PLANS
Overview
Week

Resources

Activity

Week One

Create Personal
Expandable
Dictionary

Introduction to unit: Personal Narratives
Story Elements: Setting, Characterization, Plot, Conflict,
Resolution.

Binder Word Walls

Double-sided sheet for recording vocabulary words as they are
discovered.

Biography:
Eleanor Roosevelt
Week Two

Story Maps

―Seventh Grade‖
by Gary Soto
Week Three

Week Four

Week Five

Week Six

―Charles‖
by Shirley Jackson

Students read excerpts of biographies, paying attention to text
organization. Students will create their own timelines
representative of their life’s events.
Vocabulary words from the short story, ―Seventh Grade,‖ entered
in personal dictionary. Definition for the word applies to the use
of the word in the passage.
Students apply reading strategies: Make Connections, Predictions,
summaries (paraphrasing), and visualization (summary sketches).
Comprehension questions during and after reading passage.
Extension activities: Write about an experience that happened in
elementary school. Example: Kindergarten promotion.

―After Twenty
Years‖
by O’Henry
Robert Frost:

Write a letter to the teacher dated twenty years later. Update me
on your accomplishments, your family, where you live and your
job.
Interpret poems and write original poetry reflective of their life
experiences.

―Road Not Taken‖
―Nature’s Gold‖
―An Hour with
Abuelo‖
by Judith Ortiz
Cofer
―Names/Nombres‖
by Julia Alvarez

Poetry forms and alternative projects presented for students to
mirror.
Discuss the story’s elements.
Interview an older family member and write about a past event
that occurred to them.
Research the meaning of their own name and why their parents
gave them their name. Write a poem or verse account about their
name.

Grand Finale Project: A Collection of their Verse and Poetry Personal Narratives
Products of This Unit
1. Personal dictionaries that contain words and their meanings that were presented in the
readings and class work.
2. A PowerPoint presentation about the student’s life.
3. A journal that contains different stages of the student’s response to prompts.
4. A Writer’s Notebook that contain examples of experiences and observations as well as
creative writing samples.
5. Story Boards which reflect planning and thought being put in to writing pieces.
6. A book that consist of a collection of student writing for this unit.
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Personal Expandable Dictionary Activity
Activity

Resources

Expandable
Personal
Dictionary

Word
Strips

Activity Details
Create, copy, and cut multiple strips. To bind dictionaries, punch
holes in the right margin for use with clips. Make some
transparency copies to be used as examples to guide students in the
development of their dictionaries.

Expandable Dictionary Sample
Definition

Synonym

Antonym

WORD

Draw a picture

Used in a sentence

Descriptive Feeling Word List Activity
Activity

Resources

Activity Details

Creation of
Word List

Partial Word
List

A feelings word list will aid students with writing autobiographical
information. The word list will help students write with more
precise descriptions of their experiences. Students can add to their
list as they discover more descriptive words.

Partial Word List Example
lazy
shy
doubtful
silly
alert
drained
eager
loved
sleepy
angry
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loving
embarrassed
mad
enthusiastic
mean
excited
mellow
stressed
explosive
fearful

motivated
stubborn
ashamed
attacked
focused
nervous
stunned
offended
betrayed
suspicious

Activity

Resources

Binder
Word Wall

Double-Sided
Binder Word
Wall Sheet

friendly
optimistic
frustrated
bored
panic
calm
furious
terrified
goofy
grateful

peaceful
tired
happiness
playful
proud
uncertain
quiet
unfocused
hatred
heartbroken

confused
regret
upbeat
hopeful
remorse
respected
hungry
hyper
defiant
hysterical

delighted
sad
wonderful
discouraged
worried
disgusted
jealous
joyful

Activity Details
Students will maintain a personal word wall sheet for their binders.
The double-sided sheets will allow students to maintain and expand
their personal alphabetized word list.
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Activity Thesaurus and Dictionary
Activity

Resources

Use of
Thesaurus and
Dictionary

Thesaurus and
Dictionary

Activity Details
To help students understand the power of words and the precision
of meaning.

Thesaurus & Dictionary Use for Feelings:

Thesaurus Activity
In the sentences below, replace the over-used word
good with another word which is more precise and
vivid. Use a thesaurus to find the words you need.
1. The child's behavior had been good all day.
2. It is a good day today.
3. They sell good clothes in that shop.
4.

He is a good runner.

5. They all had a good time.
6. His results in the test were good.
7. She was a good mother.
8. It is a good walk from school to home.

Write one of your own sentences that includes the word
―good,‖ then write the same sentence after replacing the
word ―good,‖ with another word found in the thesaurus.

On your own paper, define each word then write two
alternative words for words listed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

lazy
shy
doubtful
silly
alert
drained
eager
loved
sleepy
angry
loving
embarrassed
mad
enthusiastic
mean
excited
mellow
stressed
explosive
fearful
Select five feeling words from the list write a sentence for
each of the five words selected that describes the time you
experienced the feeling. Then draw a picture illustrating
what that feeling looks like.

Poetry Format for Biographical Writing Activity
Activity

Resources

Poetry
Writing

Format
Examples

Activity Details
To help students express themselves by writing poetry, students follow
some poetry formats presented. As students develop confidence with
writing poetry, they can be encouraged to write free verse poems.

Limerick Format One

Limerick Format Two

There once was a ______ from ______.
All the while she (he) hoped ________.
So she (he) _____________________.
And ___________________________.
That __________ from ____________.
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I once met a ________ from ______.
Every day she (he) _____________.
But whenever she (he) __________.
The _________________________.
That ___________ from ________.
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I AM Poem Format
I am (two special characteristics you have)
I wonder (something you are curious about)
I hear (an imaginary sound)
I see (an imaginary sight)
I want (an actual desire)
I am (the first line of the poem repeated)
I pretend (something you pretend to do)
I feel (a feeling about something imaginary)
I touch (an imaginary touch)
I worry (something that really bothers you)
I cry (something that makes you sad)
I am (the first line of the poem)
I understand (something you know is true)
I say (something you believe in)
I dream (something you actually hope for)
I try (something you make an effort about)
I hope (something you actually hope for)
I am (the first line of the poem repeated)

To write an acrostic, pick a subject and make it
the title of your poem. Write this title in a vertical
row DOWNWARD. Then write the lines of your
poem, starting with the letters you have written.
Each line can be a word, a phrase, or a sentence.

Students write a poem using their name or words
that describe something about themselves.
Handprints:

Have students trace their hands and then attach
the handprints to their ―I AM‖ poems.
Students can write adjectives on the fingers that
describe an aspect of their life.

Altered Compound Found Poem
Select the words to a poem that has meaning to you and to a song that has meaning to you. Select
words or sets of words from each of the two sources and create a new poem using the words you
selected. Use parts of both sources’ original titles to create the title for your new creation.
Post Card Poems
Students will first select a poem that has meaning to them then on one side of the postcard write
the lyrics to the poem, design the background with colors, images or designs that reflect the
poem’s meaning and on the back side of the postcard write to a family member or a friend and
explain what meaning the poems has for you.

FROM:

TO:
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Activity: Anecdotes
An anecdote is a short written recollection of an experience or event that generally relates a
personal experience and ends with a punch line. The teacher can model by sharing original
anecdotes and published anecdotes such as those that appear in the Readers Digest.
Activity

Resources

Activity Details

Writing
personal
anecdotes

Anecdotes
format and
samples

Write short anecdotes reflective of their life’s experiences:
1. A happy for funny moment.
2. A lesson learned.
3. A scary or embarrassing experience.
4. An experience with a friend.
5. One elementary school and one middle school experience.

Student guidelines for writing personal anecdotes:
1. Brainstorm personal experiences for each of the prompts.
2. List the details that lead up to the moment.
3. Eliminate details that are not necessary to making your point clear.
4. Embellish details in your anecdote by using exaggerations, quotations, or by including
examples.
5. Conclude your anecdote with a punch line (power line).
6. Have someone else read or listen to your anecdote and note the effect it has on the reader
(listener).

Beginning
Starting point places you in the
center of the event or experience.
Identify setting and the situation
or event.
Grab reader’s attention

Anecdote Format
Middle
Avoid excessive information or
details not relevant or absolutely
necessary for the reader to know.
Builds anticipation for the reader
as to what might happen.
Hold reader’s attention.

Ending
Ending takes the reader (listener)
by surprise.
Occurs immediately after the
climax of the story.
Ends with a punch line.

Teacher Example of an Anecdote by Shirley Lyons
One day I found a beautiful Afghan dog wondering around with a chain dragging behind her.
This beautiful dog was aimlessly roaming my neighborhood where she could be harmed by cars,
or taken for keeps, so I took her home hoping to locate her owner. Two weeks of posting signs
and placing ads in the lost and found section didn’t produce a call from the owner. This was
possibly one of the dumbest dogs ever; she wouldn’t listen to any commands to come inside each
time she was in the backyard. Besides not listening, she had a healthy appetite and was
destructive—tearing my patio drapes along with chewing non-edible items. The owner finally
called after returning from vacation. My excitement rose at the prospect of this dog going home
so I could start cleaning up her destruction. It was unbelievable when the owner gave commands
that her dog obediently followed. This dog was far from being dumb; she only understood
Spanish commands not the English commands I had been saying to her.
Topics to Brainstorm for Anecdote Writing
School experiences; holiday or special occasion celebrations; experiences with a family member
or at a family events; embarrassing moments; first experiences, such as starting kindergarten or
changing schools; or nervous situations.
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Writing Board: Personal Narrative
Topic:

Three Experiences or Events that Relate to
Topic:
1.

Paragraph 1: Introduction
Topic Sentence:

2.
3.

Paragraph 2
Main Point:

Writing Lead:

Paragraph 3
Main Point:

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Paragraph 4
Main Point:

Detail

Conclusion Paragraph:
Restate Topic:

Extended Ending:
Wish
Advise

Detail

Feeling

Decision
Memory
Detail
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Story Board: Narratives
Short Story or Passage:
Author:
Setting:
Protagonist:

Characterization:
Character’s Dialog:

Character’s Description:
Antagonist:
Interaction with Others:

Important EVENT One:
Conflict:

Description and the importance to the story.

Resolution:

Important EVENT Two:

Description and the importance to the story.

Important EVENT Three:

Description and the importance to the story.
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Power Point Planning Board
Name:
Change/Modify this information to fit you and your presentation.
Slide 1: Title
Slide 2: Basic Details
Slide 3: Qualities

“My Life”
[IMAGE]

by <your name>

Personal Information
1.
2.
3.
4.

Birth date and
birthplace
Family life
Chores / Responsibilities
Places visited (s)

Qualities that make you
an interesting person.
[IMAGE]

[IMAGE]

Slide 4: Accomplishments
List three of your past
accomplishments that you
have achieved and you are
proud of.

Slide 5: Your Goals
What do you wish to
accomplish in the future?
[IMAGE]

[IMAGE]

Slide 6: Your Favorite
Poem

Type it here and
include the title of the
poem and the author’s
name.
[IMAGE]
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Writing Revision Sheet for Five Paragraph Papers
Intro

Mechanics

LEAD

Topic
Sentence

Hooks

Work ON Checked Items
Focus
Organization
Ideas
Voice
Mechanics

Paragraph 2

Mechanics

Main Point

Work ON Checked Items
Detail
Detail
Detail

Focus
Organization
Ideas
Voice
Mechanics

Paragraph 3

Mechanics

Main Point

Work ON Checked Items
Detail
Detail
Detail

Focus
Organization
Ideas
Voice
Mechanics

Paragraph 4

Mechanics

Main Point

Work ON Checked Items
Detail
Detail
Detail

Focus
Organization
Ideas
Voice
Mechanics

Conclusion

Mechanics

Stays
on

Extended

Ending

Topic

Wish
Advice
Feeling
Decision
Memory

Work ON Checked Items
Focus
Organization
Ideas
Voice
Mechanics

CUPS (Capitalization, Usage, Punctuation, and Spelling) HOOKS (Questions, Dialogue, Action, Thoughts or Sounds)
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Composition Score Rubric
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Activity: Writing Prompts
Write the day’s prompt in your journal and the do the following:
Day One: Brainstorm and plan a response.
Day Two: Write a first draft.
Day Three: Meet with a peer editor and get feedback on your first draft; make any
necessary revisions.
Day Four: Re-write your first draft for a revised paper.
Day Five: Meet with a peer editor and have your paper scored using the writing
rubric.
Writing Prompts Sample
If you could visit anywhere in the world, where would you visit, why did you choose
that place, and what would you do there?
If you were your parent(s), what would you do differently and why?
Write about your BEST day? Your WORST day?
Write about an experience you had where the unexpected happened.
Write about your happiest memory.
Activity: Writer’s Notebook
Students will draw a basket and make a list of possible lists that they think of.
For the first free days of working in their writer’s notebook, they will be completing lists
and adding other items to include in the notebook.

List of Memories can include:
People in your life
Things you have done
Funny moments
Scary experiences
Places you went
School events
Family events
Proud moments
Dreams
Other moments

Students will also accumulate a multitude of items to include in their writer’s journals
such as letters, notes, invitations, poems, newspaper and magazine clippings, etc.
In addition to free write times, students can add to their writer’s notebooks when they
have completed other class work.
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The transparencies and mini-lessons focus on illustrating parts the writing process and present examples of focus,
voice, leads, word choice, organization, development, and more. The transparencies and examples can model for
student examples of strong writing.
Thurston, Cheryl. When They Think They Have Nothing to Write About… Over 125 Practical Composition Activities
Based on the Writing Process. Fort Collins: Cottonwood Press Inc., 2002.
This book contains 25 pre-writing activities that have a writing prompt and brainstorming questions to help the
writer get started on writing on that topic. The second part of the book has 101 writing prompts that can be used
to encourage students to think and respond in their class journals.
Webber, David. ―Telling Our Stories.‖ Independent School v63 (2004): 86-95.
Focuses on personal narrative writing and makes a distinction between personal narrative writing and diary
entries. Many schools encourage, promote, and engage in narrative writing over expository writing which is the
form they will engage primarily in college.
Personal Narratives Internet Resources
<http://www.kent.k12.wa.us/curriculum/writing/sec_writing/Bib/Narrative.htm>.
<http://www.tengrrl.com/tens/006.shtml>.
<http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/Atrium/1437/narr.html>.
<http://members.accessus.net/~bradley/narrativeprompts2.html>.
<http://www.schoollink.org/csd/pages/engl/narrativ.html>.
<http://www.timeforkids.com/TFK/hh/writeideas/articles/0,19900,606653,00.html>.
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